The Platform for responsible sourcing creates space for sector initiatives to:

- Share experiences and learn from peers about how to overcome challenges and concretise opportunities
- Explore practical alignment and collaboration on standards, tools, specific topics and issues
- Discuss and receive EU-policy updates and provide policy recommendations

Responsible Sourcing across Industries
Impact through collaboration

**BENEFITS**

The Platform for responsible sourcing creates space for sector initiatives to:

- Share experiences and learn from peers about how to overcome challenges and concretise opportunities
- Explore practical alignment and collaboration on standards, tools, specific topics and issues
- Discuss and receive EU-policy updates and provide policy recommendations

**THE RESPONSIBLE SOURCING ACROSS INDUSTRIES JOURNEY**

The journey is being shaped now with the current members of the platform. Join to have your say!

**FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:**
ALICE PEDRETTI
T: +32 2 541 1619 | E: AP@CSREUROPE.ORG
Audience

- Any sectorial or multi-stakeholder sustainability initiatives are welcome to join the Platform
- Organisations already involved:

Collaboration for greater impact

The Responsible Sourcing across Industries Platform is formed by the belief that collaboration enhances the leverage on social, ethical and environmental challenges in complex value chains, which is also significant for the advancement of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. Considering the many similarities between sectors, collaboration between them is inevitably important, in coming together to learn and share and collaborate on supply chain responsibility.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
ALICE PEDRETTI
T: +32 2 541 1619 | E: AP@CSREUROPE.ORG